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Bate. ^-^. I ^
September U, 19^2

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Assistant Secretary of Wsr.

^
^

Subject: Defects in American Tanks.

1. Reference is made to your mefflorsndum of August. 2Lrbh,
transmitting copy of a cablegrsm from Moscow -&ellirLg of the deficiencies noted in our American tanks by -ohe So-riet.s. In order •bo, indicate
comments on this cebleg-rara thQ follovdng paragraph numbers correspond
to the paragraph numbers in t,he cable grams
(1) Tho QrclnancG Departmen-fc, in destroying a
number of -bsnks by gun firs, has not experienced disast.rpus
fires due to the inside rubber linings. The inside rubber,
however, has been removed from the to-nlc design because of
the critical rubbsr situa-bion» Gasoline fuel of high quality
does not causs the effect of fire -bo be int.ensified. In
fact, aviation grade fuel spscified for the ear3.ier models
of tanks has a lower vapor pressure -fchsn that of -the lotTer
quality fuel now spscifisdo
(2) The fir's power of the Medium Tank, X3, was
given prime considsra-bion over ai-sy of its other characteristics, including t.hs.-fc of cBriiouflagee This vehicle, ?±iich
has greater fire power than sny o-bhsr knoisn tank. of equivslent
weight, carries its 75> van^ gun, 37 n-ja» gun, end five cal.
.30 machine guns -m. th minimum heigh-fc slid bull; considerations.
1 The Medium Tank, 1:Sh, has a lower and more easily camouflaged
silhou.ette. Howevsr, this was done a-c -the sacrifice of a

very effective weapon—the 37 mm» gun a
(3) The Medium Talk, 1.6^ has one 7$ mm. gun,
one 37 ram, gun, and five o30 calibsr mschine guns. The
American doctrine of offensivs 'fcaatics dictated the location
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of weapons. Obviously, all of these cannot be placed on the
top of the tank. Hence, some will be masked if the tank
is dug into the ground for defensive purposes. In the
Medivun Tank, M4, the 75 mm. gun -will not be masked in hull
down position because it, is in the turre-fc.

(4) The design of the Medium Tank, M3, never
intended direct aimed fire for the bow and machine gun,
as the using service concept is that these weapons are to
be used for area fire.
(5) The unit ground pressures of our tracks vary
from ten to twelve pounds per square inch, depending upon
the particular model of liQ or li^ Tank* These figures are
considerably below those of most European tanks and have
recently been confirmed by L'b. Gol. Skinner, the British
Army, as ideal for track pressures.

(6) The rubber block -track will slip while a.ttempting to negotiate slick grades. For this reason,
detachable grousers, which give excellent slope performance,
are provided. New s-beel tracks, now under design made
necessary' because of the shortage of rubber, will have
grousers integral with the shoe. These tracks, however,
have a greater damaging effect. on roads.
(7) The st.a-bem.ent ths.t raain'benance difficulties
are increased by including gear box and differential in
the transmission is contrary to Ara.erican experience. In
ow new tanks, we are plamiing for unit, gear -brains vAu-ch

vri.11 include engine, dutch, transmission, and steering
mechanism in an integral unit. In this way, all -the working
mechanism of the ts-nk can be removed, in the field in less
than an hour's time.
(8) Our firing -tests have demons-brated the need
for guards to protect the turret. races and these guards are
now included in production of the vehicles.
- (9) Experience in our array has not revealed
that our engines are difficult to start on 15° or 20°
slopes. All of our vehicles are tested for operation and
functioning of all units on maxuau-n slopes.
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(10) Fires in the air infcake tube are common
occurrences when proper precautions cire not. taken in

starting or stopping t.he engines. Overpriming and pumping
of -fche accelerat.or jet causes ~ca.\v gas to gather in the air

horn, which gas is ignited by backfires. This is an
inherent fault of the radial engine which can be minimized
only by operating discipline.
(ll) Extensive firing tests at, Aberdeen proving
Ground, as well as battle experience on the Libyan Desert,
have demonstrat.ed conclu.sively that, the open-air intake

louvre does not, render the motor or any part of the interior
mechanism, susceptible to damage. Extensive t.est.s at, Aberdeen

Proving Ground have also shown tha-b the Medium. Tank, }Q,
is exceptionally in-v-ulnerable to damage by the so-called
"Molotov Gockfcail."

(12) New and sturdy electrical switches of the
manual reset circuit, breaker type are now in production
for all tanks.

(13) The Medium Tank, M3, provides exits on both
sides, front, t.op, and turret. No other tank known, has as
many convenient escape hatches for the crew and. arranged

in such a manner that, regardless of position of the tank,
escape is possible from sorae prot.ected side. Proving ground
tests and battle experience have dera.onstrat.ed the inadvisability of having doors on the vertical sides of an armored
vehicle. Hence, in the major-i+.y of our later models of
tanks, side doors have been removed and a trap door in the
floor substituted therefor.
(14) A nuraber of our generators have become
unserviceable, not, by overheating,-but, by -bhe failure of
•the reverse'current, cu.tout. in the volt.age control box. We

have had no difficulty vd-th overheating of generators and
are now attempting to find a practical solution, to our
voltage control box difficulties.

(15) A very thorough study of reticles for all
of the major caliber weapons used in tanks has been continuing for over a year. As a result, a new standard type
of reticle has been adopted for use in all of our sighting
devices which incorpora'bes the best features that we have
been able to discover- through conference wi-fch appropriate
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representatives of all the United Nations and our own
Ground Forces. On this new reticle the graduations will
still be 8.1 500-yard intervals for the reason that finer
graduations have been found to be confusing to the gunner
rather than of assistance to him., Experimental work in
this country has led to the conclusion that the gunner
is able to estimate the interv-ening ranges beUer than he
can use a more finely divided scale.
(16) The injury to the gmmer referred -bo has
not- been.experienced by our own personnel.

(17) The M48 Shell with the Mh& Fuze is the
high explosive shell designated for use in the 75 mm. gun»
Any shell or fuze of old design must, be considered an

eiqpedient with ballistics peculiar to the specific shell
used.

(18) Armor piercing 75 ram. rounds are of three
types—armor piercing, armor piercing capped, and armor
piercing capped high explosive. These may be furnished in
quantities authorized by higher authority.

(19) The 37 mm. gun in the Medium Tank, M3, is
semiautomat.ic. Because of production difficulties, a £e.w
of the early tanks were equipped witYi the handle-operated
breech.

(20) The reticle in the telescope for the 37 mm.
gun in -the Medium Tank, M3, is Kiarked for ranges and leads
and is of a type preferred by our using service for this weapon.

(21) All shell propellants are sensitive to high
temperature, and explosions can be expected when tanks are
set on fire.

(22) No casualties have been reported from the
Libyan theater as the result of flying rivets. Our -banks,
however, are now being cast or welded for purposes of
greater'ballis-bic strength, better design, and more rapid
production vri-th fewer me.chine t.ools,
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(23) Every effort is being m&ds to insure that
the proper sjBount of tools sre being shipped- •with LendLease tanks. This in EQES instances is hard to control due
to sinkings and inadequate shippi.ng facilities»
coMiiexrfcs IT. paragraph 23 are true
(2lt) The
for spare psrtSa Eveiy effort is being aade to insure -fchat
proper numbers of spars psrte sre being produced Ydth the
tanks.

Q. M. Bai-nes
Brig. Csn., Ord. Eept. •

Chief, Technical Division
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